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Addison-Wesley Professional. Paperback. Condition: New. 408 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 7.0in. x
0.9in.Proven Patterns and Techniques for Succeeding with Agile in Your Organization Agile methods
promise to help you create software that delivers far more business valueand do it faster, at lower
cost, and with less pain. However, many organizations struggle with implementation and
leveraging these methods to their full benefit. In this book, Amr Elssamadisy identifies the powerful
lessons that have been learned about successfully moving to agile and distills them into 30 proven
agile adoption patterns. Elssamadisy walks you through the process of defining your optimal agile
adoption strategy with case studies and hands-on exercises that illuminate the key points. He
systematically examines the most common obstacles to agile implementation, identifying proven
solutions. Youll learn where to start, how to choose the best agile practices for your business and
technical environment, and how to adopt agility incrementally, building on steadily growing
success. Next, he presents the definitive agile adoption pattern reference: all the information you
need to implement the strategy that youve already defined. Utilizing the classic pattern format, he
explains each agile solution in its proper context, revealing why it worksand how to make the most
of...
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A very wonderful pdf with perfect and lucid explanations. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Stone K unz e-- Mr . Stone K unz e

Complete manual! Its this type of excellent study. This can be for all who statte there was not a worth looking at. Your daily life span will probably be
enhance when you complete reading this article pdf.
-- Lottie Mur a z ik Sr .-- Lottie Mur a z ik Sr .
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